
 

The Meat Your Maker Team includes journalist from the publication Internet Brands two 

associates – Aaron Cole, Charles Dyas, and Robert Yarbrough. They will be cooking Turkey.  

  

Outlet Internet Brands  

Journalist Aaron Cole 

Background  

 

 
 

 

 

Aaron Cole is the managing editor of Internet Brands Automotive 

Group’s portfolio of car sites.  

 

Prior to joining Internet Brands, Aaron served as the managing 

editor of The Aurora Sentinel. The publication was launched in 

January 2013 as a city lifestyle outlet bringing readers stories about 

the people, events, places, issues, and restaurants that make 

Aurora, CO such a unique place to live.  

 

Aaron grew up in a home where if he didn’t cook he didn’t eat, but 

his passion for food didn’t take off until college when he cooked at 

one of Salt Lake City’s most beloved college hangouts and Southern 

food factories. It’s not as glamorous as it sounds; he was paid in 

free food and beer.   

 

He is a proud Colorado native and studied Philosophy and Finance at 

the University of Utah. When he’s not writing about cars, he’s 

driving them. 

 

Aaron currently lives in Denver.  
 

 

  

Outlet Internet Brands 

Journalist Charles Dyas 

Background  

 

 
 

 

 Charles “Chez” Dyas is a professional human resources consultant, 

entrepreneur, and part-time photographer. For more than a 

decade, he has helped businesses and contractors throughout the 

Southeastern U.S. recruit diverse workforces and comply with 

federal equal opportunity employment practices. He works with 

small businesses across the U.S. to manage and develop 

employees, build infrastructure, and succeed.  

 

He’s learned BBQ and cooking largely through osmosis—a large 

Italian family, the Gulf shores, and the South have a way of 

infusing flavor into everyone. 

 

Chez is also avid photographer, outdoorsman, golfer, pilot, 

volunteer, chef, husband, and traveler. He is a proud alumnus of 

Auburn University—prouder still during football season.  

 

Chez was born and raised in Alabama but currently lives in 

Colorado.  
 

 

 



 

  

Outlet Internet Brands 

Journalist Robert Yarbrough 

Background  

 

 

Robert “Bobby” Yarbrough is a personal chef, food salesman, and 

culinary prodigy with a long history in some of Charleston, South 

Carolina’s best kitchens.  

 

A native Alabamian, Bobby moved to South Carolina at 16 to start 

his culinary career by studying at Johnson and Wales University.  

 

He has worked under chefs in Charleston including Phil Core, Billy 

“LC” Condon, and Josh “J2K” Wagers. Bobby has catered events 

such as The Masters for corporate clients and has volunteered his 

excellent BBQ for charitable causes throughout the Southeast. 

 

Now working in sales, Bobby works throughout Charleston by day, 

and with his wife and pastry chef, Christina, by night. If you can 

dream it, Bobby can cook it. His specialties include Southern food 

with French classical techniques, and Thai cuisine.  
 

 

Social Media: 

Aaron Cole:  @ColeMeetsCars 

 

https://twitter.com/ColeMeetsCars

